
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Felix®: the evolution of the mobile robot for the a utomatic railroad switch 
inspection  
 
During the Innotrans 2014, the railway industry witnessed the debut of the Felix® robot, a unique 
system of its kind dedicated to the automatic measurement of geometrical as well as specific 
dimensional features for turnouts and railway tracks. To date, the system is deployed on the whole 
Italian Railway Network and shall now be expanded internationally with the support of Loccioni 
sites in Germany, USA and China. 
 
Everything started, six years back, as an R&D project and today Loccioni Group, expert in 
measurement and automatic control systems, has a separate business unit dedicated to the 
Train&Trasport sector. The close-knit collaboration between Loccioni Group and RFI’s highly 
specialized personnel (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana), constantly oriented to sharing the know-how of 
railway maintenance procedures, measurements and automation competences, allowed to 
engineer the first switch inspection robot. Felix® has been designed and equipped with a contact-
less vision technology, able to automatically inspect railroad turnouts as well as railroad tracks, 
delivering objective and certified data. This restricts errors both in acquisition and data transfer 
phases. Last but not the least, Felix® increases operators’ safety: by remotely controlling 
operations, two operators can carry out the measurements staying out of the railway tracks. 
 
In the last 2 years, development projects never stopped and Felix® has been empowered with 
cutting-edge HW components and new SW architectures allowing the robot to perform additional 
measurements such as wear 45° and wear of the point -stock rail couples. Another result has been 
achieved by strongly reducing the operative cycle time: the upgraded Felix® model in a given time 
unit performs about twice the amount of measures compared to the former model, making it a 
unique and safe tool for diagnostic measurements in the railway industry. 
 
Loccioni’s future aim is to become a global partner in the field of railway diagnostics, delivering 
added value to rail infrastructure managers dealing with maintenance procedures and safety 
issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loccioni Group develops tailored measurement and automatic control systems to improve quality and efficiency of products, processes and buildings for clients and 
partners world leaders in their markets (from Automotive to Home Appliances, from Environment to Health Care, from Aerospace to Train&Trasport). The market is global 
with sites in Italy, Germany, USA, China and installations in more than 45 countries in the World. Felix® robot is one of its flagship projects. 
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